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ignorance is bliss
music & lyrics by marc collis
life was good before i knew that everything would fall apart
memories stay people change that’s the truth listening is easy when
i want to hear the things you have to say now i find i want to hide
when you speak i think i realise why i feel i cannot laugh as loud it’s
killing me i know why i’m unhappy ‘cos ignorance was bliss i wish
you had not told me ‘cos ignorance don’t make you feel like this
ignorance is bliss every plan would have to end ‘cos i had found
that i was all alone harder still i had to fill the void you left i think i
realise why i feel i cannot laugh as loud it’s killing me i know why
i’m unhappy ‘cos ignorance was bliss i wish you had not told me
‘cos ignorance don’t make you feel like this my heart is feeling
heavy ignorance i miss if only i knew nothing ‘cos ignorance don’t
make you feel like your life is out of your control sleepless nights
awake thinking of when we had it all try to see the up side of it only
problem is i know that everything was easier back then i know why
i’m unhappy ‘cos ignorance was bliss i wish you had not told me
‘cos ignorance don’t make you feel like this my heart is feeling
heavy ignorance i miss if only i knew nothing ‘cos ignorance don’t
make you feel like this ignorance is bliss
made a believer
music & lyrics by marc collis
could it be hiding in a place unknown maybe it’s underneath the
space where no one ever goes or am i searching too hard it can’t
be real or i’d have seen it by now when out of nowhere someone
shows me what it’s all about and what i heard is so true that you
cannot go looking for love it finds you i thought i’d spend my whole
life looking i had my doubts ‘cos it’s so hard to find but then you
went and made a believer out of me i was convinced that i’d be
on my own forever chasing something i’d not felt before but i did
not know the truth that you cannot go looking for love it finds you
i thought i’d spend my whole life looking i had my doubts ‘cos it’s
so hard to find but then you went and made a believer out of me
i hear they say that seeing is believing but how can i look when
i feel so blind but then you went and made a believer out of me
isn’t it funny how you’ve been there every day standing in front of
me waiting to make a believer out of me all i had to do was open
up my eyes i’ve stopped looking now i’ve found you i thought i’d
spend my whole life looking i had my doubts ‘cos it’s so hard to
find but then you went and made a believer out of me i hear they
say that seeing is believing but how can i look when i feel so blind
but then you went and made a believer out of me

i miss everything
music & lyrics by marc collis
we’d talk away the night you’d just lay by my side it was the
two of us and nothing would matter you’d hold your hands
in mine look up into my eyes i thought that we were so good
together it was a time and place that seemed to last forever
you’ve left me broken at the end i miss everything about
you my world is crashing down without you i hope you
understand my heart is in your hand how am i supposed
to love without it you always had the strength brought out
the best in me you had a way of making everything feel
alright till we hit the ground and everything broke down
i know i should have fought so much harder i thought our
love would last and we would be forever you’ve left me
broken at the end i miss everything about you my world
is crashing down without you i hope you understand my
heart is in your hand how am i supposed to love without it
i lie awake in the middle of the night never gonna sleep till i
make this right how do i try and explain how do i reach you
i know of my mistakes of what i need to change one thing
that still remains i’ll always love you i miss everything about
you my world is crashing down without you i hope you
understand my heart is in your hand how am i supposed
to love without it
louder
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i look into the sun i look away but the image of it stays
into my eye like your face an image i cannot erase i’ve so
much to say that i took up every page and i practiced in
the mirror just exactly what i’d say i’m louder on the inside
where no one can see louder on the inside where i can
be me my skin is cold but brought to life by the warmth
you have inside like a touch a calming hand i had to stop
to understand i’ll just have to wait for a better time to say
what i practiced in the mirror but i wont say it to your face
i’m louder on the inside where no one can see louder on
the inside where i can be free of this situation that’s a part
of me i’m louder on the inside where i can be me even
though i think i’d rather let it all just burst right out of me
i hold my breath as you go forget about saying it anyway
you’re half the reason why i’m too afraid to say i’m louder
on the inside where no one can see louder on the inside
where i can be free of this situation that’s a part of me i’m
louder on the inside where i can be me

she’s so pretty
music & lyrics by marc collis
i can’t stop thinking about you my mind’s stuck what should i do this
crush gets harder by the minute i’m in a daze and i cannot seem to
kick it your hair your lips your eyes it’s hopeless i’m so hypnotized
she’s so pretty she’s got me on my knees so pretty oh my god
so pretty i’m gonna lose my mind i can’t stop dreaming about
you my heart stopped what should i do my needs get stronger by
the minute i know you’re game and i know you want me in it your
legs your skin your eyes it’s hopeless i’m so hypnotized she’s so
pretty she’s got me on my knees so pretty oh my god so pretty
i’m gonna lose my mind she’s so pretty she knocks me off my feet
so pretty oh oh oh so pretty i’m gonna lose control she’s had me
spinning since the beginning she’s had me tongue tied every time
we talk such a power she wont release her hold on me   she’s so
pretty she’s got me on my knees so pretty oh my god so pretty
i’m gonna lose my mind she’s so pretty she knocks me off my feet
so pretty oh oh oh so pretty i’m gonna lose control
angel eyes
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she sets her watch to the broken clock inside my room she’s always
running on a different time ‘cos i can’t keep up with you i don’t ever
wanna have to be the one to choose i couldn’t love you more than
i do and you asked me how i knew ‘cos i dream of you every night
how your skin glows in the light when you smile you make a room
come to life the way you captivate the world with your angel eyes
she’s like a whirlwind that looks after me not many lift me up and
place me where i need to be oh nobody ever would have thought
to dream that she would be on time for me i couldn’t love you more
than i do and you asked me how i knew ‘cos i dream of you every
night how your skin glows in the light when you smile you make
a room come to life the way you captivate the world with your
angel eyes the world stops when you look at me everything slows
i can not breath lost in your eyes there’s nothing in the world that
compares when you’re lookin’ like an angel your everything to me
a perfect fit in every way ‘cos i dream of you every night how your
skin glows in the light when you smile you make a room come to
life the way you captivate the world with your angel eyes

my day
music & lyrics by marc collis
tell me have you ever ever felt like giving up everything is just so
damn hard people start to pass you you feel like you’re standing
still wondering just where you are lifting your head is a start open
your mouth and scream out aloud this is my day this is my day and
anything is possible if i just believe it when i say this is my day now
everybody knows tell me have you ever felt that you weren’t good
enough thinking everyone would just laugh there’s no shame in
feeling down you just have to turn around don’t give up lifting
your head is a start open your mouth and scream out aloud this
is my day this is my day and anything is possible if i just believe
it when i say this is my day everybody knows everyone is scared
when you’re down at the bottom and starting again don’t dwell on
yesterday live in the moment ‘cos that’s what life is you just have
to say this is my day this is my day this is my day and anything
is possible if i just believe it when i say this is my day everybody
knows everyone is scared all you have to do is say this is my day

only if you come too
music & lyrics by marc collis
everybody tries hard everybody dreams everyone wants everything
no one likes to stand still no one likes to wait still we tend to hesitate
but oh no more i’ve made up my mind i’m ready to shine and take
on the world this time but only if you come too ready to move
up and do what i love but only if you come too everybody wants
it everybody tries to see if they can touch the sky it’s easy just to
lose hope easier to hide and leave yourself to wonder why but oh
no more i’ve made up my mind i’m ready to shine and take on the
world this time but only if you come too ready to move up and do
what i love but only if you come too baby you’re my guiding light
everything wrong you make right yeah i need you right here by
my side everybody tries hard everybody dreams everyone wants
everything but oh no more i’ve made up my mind i’m ready to
shine and take on the world this time but only if you come too
ready to move up and do what i love but only if you come too i’m
ready to shine ready to move up and do what i love but only if
you come too
sometimes
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why do bad things happen who or what gets to decide which of
us that will and those of us who might you cannot control it even
though we seem to try picking up the pieces hoping we’ll be right
this time sometimes you can only laugh sometimes what you love
won’t last sometimes you have to walk away sometimes it will
seem unfair sometimes are too much to bear sometimes take
everything away but sometimes is not always makes you wonder
how this is part of some design what’s now destroyed but yesterday
was fine i cannot explain it ‘cos nothing seems to shed the light i
look into the future hoping we’ll be fine in time sometimes you can
only laugh sometimes what you love won’t last sometimes you
have to walk away sometimes it will seem unfair sometimes are
too much to bear sometimes take everything away but sometimes
is not always sometimes you get up some days are bright and
make the bad times worth the while sometimes you can only laugh
sometimes what you love won’t last sometimes you have to walk
away sometimes we lie mess up and wonder why sometimes get
harder every day sometimes we fight we fall, we hurt, we cry just
remember when i say that sometimes is not always

less is more
music & lyrics by marc collis
you’re always wanting flowers expecting diamonds every day as
much as you deserve it please tell me where does that leave me
what do you get the girl who has everything a hundred different
ways to love you a thousand things for me to adore a million
reasons why i do but one thing you should learn is less is more
just take one step back from where you were before you know
too much of a good thing it means that excess may cause harm
you know that id never hurt you but i find sometimes you want
too much what do you get the girl who has everything a hundred
different ways to love you a thousand things for me to adore a
million reasons why i do but one thing you should learn is less
is more just take one step back from where you were before it
doesn’t mean the same if it’s everyday it wont mean that i love you
less i’ll help you just, appreciate things more what do you get the
girl who has everything she needs a hundred different ways to love
you a thousand things for me to adore a million reasons why i do
but one thing you should learn is less is more just take one step
back from where you were before less is more
beautiful the way you are
music & lyrics by marc collis
stop listening to everything they say to you they’ll forever try
to criticise even though it’s not true and always say that you’re
too proud or you’re too loud for your own good so listen up i’ve
had enough i will get through to you don’t ever hide yourself
inside those wishing wells you wish you could be what they want
why change your heart when you’re beautiful the way you are
why change for anyone at all you’re beautiful the way you are
forget about looking out for all the shit they throw your way its
just a game they want to play to make ‘em feel ok ‘cos they feel
threatened by the way you break their rules and walk away listen
up i’ve had enough i will get through to you don’t ever hide yourself
inside those wishing wells you wish you could be what they want
why change your heart when you’re beautiful the way you are
why change for anyone at all you’re beautiful the way you are
beautiful the way you are stop listening to everything they say to
you they’ll forever try to criticise even though it’s not true don’t
ever hide yourself inside those wishing wells you wish you could be
what they want why change your heart when you’re beautiful the
way you are why change for anyone at all you’re beautiful the way
you are so beautiful the way you are

fight for me
music & lyrics by marc collis
if you still love me then why the broken
promise that you’d be happy with just the two
of us we went through hard times i thought
would make us stronger i’ve come to realise
two hearts make love beat much longer much
longer i s’pose i should be used to my place in
second its kind of lonely when someone else
has your attention i shouldn’t have to feel like i
crave affection you’re supposed to give it back
without any question without question fight for
me all i ask is you make me believe so fight for
me make me feel like i’m someone you need
someone to hold someone who wont let go
someone who can rely on you for everything
i am deceiving my hurt is understated give
me a reason why i feel manipulated i’m kind
of hoping you think i worth the trouble i’m still
not coping with the fact this is a struggle still
a struggle fight for me all i ask is you make
me believe so fight for me make me feel like
i’m someone you need someone who cares
someone who’s always there someone you can
rely on too for everything fight for me all i ask
is you make me believe so fight for me make
me feel like i’m someone you need fight for
me fight for me fight for me just this once let
it show that you love me
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